AN ASIDE
By BERNARD SHAW
I was very intimately concerned in the chapter of theatrical
history which is also a chapter of this autobiography of its
leading actress It did not seem an important chapter when
we were making it, but now, twenty years after its close, it falls
into perspective as a very notable one I am often asked to
write or speak of the development of the theatre, and to
prophesy its future I always reply that the theatre does not
develop, and that it has, in the evolutionary sense, no future
that will not repeat the past From time to time dramatic art
gets a germinal impulse There follows in the theatre a spring
which flourishes into a glorious summer This becomes stale
almost before its arrival is generally recognized, and the sequel
is not a new golden age, but a barren winter that may last any
time from fifteen years to a hundred and fifty Then comes a
new impulse, and the cycle begins again
The impulse, like all creative impulses, is a mystery that is,
an unexplained phenomenon Its outward and visible sign is a
theatrical person of genius a playwright or a player The
luckiest event is the coincidence of memorable playwnting
with memorable acting The present autobiography is the
story of an actress who was caught by one of these germinal
impulses, and, as it happened, I, as playwright, was its vehicle
(or victim) when it stirred up the depths of our stagnant
dramatic poetry and volatilized it into tragi comedy in the
last decade of the nineteenth century
In 1889 the London stage had come into shattering collision
with the Norwegian giant, Ibsen I say shattering advisedly
because nobody could follow up Ibsen He knocked the fashion-
able drama of the day out of countenance without effectively
replacing it, because his plays could never be forced on the

